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Timeless Beauty
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This exhibition signals a departure from what you usually expect from the Gallo-Roman
Museum. An evocative interplay ofauthentic objects, intriguing texts by Roman authors and
sensual images by the art photographer Marc Lagrange, leading you deeper into the mysteries
feminine beauty.

How did women use make-up two thousand years ago? What kind ofjewellery did they wear?
What kind of items would a Roman beauty case contain? Practical implements and educationa
films provide an insight into how women in ancient Rome made themselves beautiful and
pampered themselves.

Contemporary women also talk about their perceptions oftheir bodies.
Timeless Beauty: prepare yourselffor a timelessly beautiful exhibition.

The exhibion was developed In collaboration with Atelier Lagrange.
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Spherical bottle with

make-up residue
GIass, AD 25-75,
Nijmegen (NL)

Museum Het Valkhof,
Nijmegen

This glass sphere still
contains Roman make-up
powder! It was found in a

Roman-era grave in
Nijmegen.

Archaeologists have also
found them in other parts
of the Empire, including
in other frontier regions.
Makr was universally
used. ,.,rs kind ofsphere

contains a red powder
that was used on the

cheeks to give them a
gentle blush, and perhaps

also on the lips. The red
powder is made ofchalk

and purpurin, a dye
obtained f¡om the root of
the madder plant. Some

powders cost a pretty
penny. A far more

expensive form ofred
make-up came from the
powdered shell ofthe
dog whelk, a type of

mollusc, and there was a

mysterious red dye
known as 'Belgian

rouge'. Can you picture
it? A Roman woman, or

her slave, breaks the
sphere open. She then
uses a small stick or

spoon to remove some
red powder, places it on a
mixing stone, adds some

liquid and applies the
resulting paste to her
face. All ready to go.

Head ofa statue of
Aphrodite/Venus

Marble, AD 125-150,
Cologne (DE)

Römisch-Germanisches
Museum der Stadt Köln
This is a marble head of
Venus, goddess of love
and female beauty. She
was the ideal beauty lor

the ancient Romans.
Unfortunately her nose is

damaged, but look at her
symmetrical face, her
carefully groomed hair

and her pale, white
marble skin. This head

was once part ofa
Roman statue that was

almost certaìnly inspired
by the most famous

statue of Venus' Greek
counterpart, Aphrodite.

That statue was made by
the Greek sculptor

Praxiteles for the city of
Knidos. Even then, in

antiquity, tourists would
travel to Knidos to

admire her. She was the
very first life-size female

nude ín Greek art.

Bird-shaped bottle with
make-up residue
Glass, AD 15-40"

Nijmegen (NL)
Museum Het Valkhof,

Nijmegen
This glass bird is a flask in
which make-up was stored.

Bird flasks such as this
were mass-produced - an
experienced glassblower
could make hundreds in a

day. They were also a.form
of disposable packaging.
You could use them only
once, because you had to

break offthe beak or tail to
open them. The residue in
the flask was subjected to

chemical analysís. The
contents comprised a blend

ofpowdered plaster and
chalk. ìvVomen used it to

whiten their faces, to
achieve the pallor the

beauty ideal demanded.
This míxture was just one

ofmany concoctions
women used for this
purpose. Others were

downright dangerous, such
as lead white, which could
eventually prove fatal. It
seems that many Roman
women were unaware, or
were they prepared to risk

everything lor beauty?
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